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of believers” is “to be one of repentance” (LW 31:25).

Third, Biermann’s case could be strengthened if he would capitalize on MacIntyre’s notion of “narrative identity,” that human identity is story-shaped, as a way to see how God is working through the scriptures to shape character. Christian imaginations are guided by, and not merely motivated by, scripture. The ethical question is, as Bruno Bettelheim puts it, who do I want to be like? Saturated in the scriptures, believers acquire the courage of Elijah, the patience of Moses, the humility of Mary, and the wisdom of Christ. While Luther appeals to the “spontaneity” of good works, in fact this spontaneity is a result of the word’s power to shape believers by portraying the realities that very word gives as believers internalize Scripture’s history, wisdom, and prophecy. Thereby, Christ is not only “sacrament” but also “example.” The Scriptures guide believers in the virtues of Christ-likeness as they grow in knowledge of the Scriptures. True Christian virtue is not a project in self-enhancement. The self is ever and only grounded in Christ. Freed from securing and protecting the self, one can actually start doing significant good in the world—fulfilling the human telos to love God with all one’s heart and one’s neighbor as oneself, in which Luther notes that we do “make some progress” in this life.

Over all, Biermann’s contribution is significant, timely, and a remarkable achievement that will alter current discussions of ethics among Lutherans and other Christians. In light of his work, we can conclude that coram deo sinners indeed turn from virtue to grace and receive a passive life (vita passiva) as the early Luther outlined it; but, through coram mundo such a grace-filled life expresses itself in virtue exercised not for self-justification but for the sake of service.

Mark Mattes
Grand View University
Des Moines, Iowa


There are an increased number of works investigating the rise of global Christianity. Amid the sundry works discussing theological and practical distinctions of Christianities across the world, there are limited attempts at investigating how US Christianity has impacted, or perhaps directly shaped, the global faith. At best, these efforts are significantly couched in post-colonial language, for good and for ill, and may miss the lessons to be learned if global Christianity would be compared to the experiences of US Christians.

In The New Shape of World Christianity, distinguished historian and scholar Mark Noll contends that there is indeed value in comparing North American Christianity, specifically its evangelical manifestations, with global developments because “the world is coming more and more to look like America” (189). Noll notes that world Christianity, particularly Protestantism and Pentecostalism, has taken the shape of
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its North American architects. The question he considers is whether this is due to direct missionary influence, neo-imperialistic hegemony, or “parallel development” (109). The author claims that the characteristics and factors at work in shaping US Christianity are now uniquely present in the places where Christianity is taking on a decidedly North American appearance. He contends this is not due solely to missionary influence or US political, cultural, or economic supremacy (although these do play a role), but to confluences of contextual strands of local cultural developments and global trends. To prove his point, Noll moves from the global shape of world Christianity to comparing particular case studies in different countries similar to movements in North American Christian history.

First, Noll chronicles the spread of Christianity across the globe in the present and past, and then focuses on its recent rapidity, volume, and implications. He also points out the questions the scattering of evangelicalism’s center predicates. This first section introduces the subjects of globalization and transnational Christianity and, in many ways, serves as a disturbing summary of international Christianity for those who have hitherto had their heads in the seemingly settled sands of Christianity in the West. While other books offer a more in-depth treatment of these themes, Noll’s handling of the topic does well to unsettle the reader sufficiently for what comes next—“What, in fact, has been the American role in creating the new shape of world Christianity and what is now the relation of American Christianity to world Christianity?” (67). This question serves as the hinge in the book, dividing the contextual content from the meat-and-potatoes of Noll’s thesis.

Noll proposes that North American Christianity molded, and is related to, worldwide Christianity via an amalgamation of missionary influence, evangelical attitudes, and shared historical contexts. The subsequent few chapters after “Posing the Question” mentioned above (chap. 4) deal with the first two factors—missionary influence and North American continental evangelical attitudes.

Included here is an interesting section displaying and dissecting missionary statistics. It proves a tad tedious, and in the center of the book, perhaps off-putting. Another foible here is Noll’s neglect of the Lutheran presence in the US evangelical missionary milieu. While Lutherans in the United States can be pegged as either “mainline” (due to liberal denominational expressions or the statistics of decline that Lutherans, conservative and progressive, share with traditional mainline denominations) or “evangelical” (due to some shared theological emphases, despite Lutheranism’s more explicit confessional basis and strong sacramental character), they at least deserve mention in Noll’s data tables.

Another portion of Noll’s book is his survey of evangelical publications throughout the twentieth century. This chapter vacillates between being diverting and providing a diversion as it offers little to his overall thesis. The main points to be gleaned from this middle portion are: 1) how missionary efforts, and US evangelical attitudes, geared towards missionary models of “translation” (as Lamin Sanneh uses the term) made it possible for indigenous theological, financial, and ecclesial development throughout the globe in the twentieth century; and 2) because of this, parallel
social circumstances can then produce evangelicalism that mirrors US expressions.
The scholar offers two case studies to make his argument tangible. These case studies compare and contrast evangelical movements in the United States and in Korea and revivals in East Africa and America. The lessons, indictments, suggestions, and critiques that Noll offers here and in his final chapter (“Reflections”) are immensely valuable and provide some of the most pertinent conclusions and practical applications for globally-minded missionaries, denominations, and laity. These case studies are so worthwhile that one wishes that Noll would have provided a few more to offer juxtapositions and correspondences between US Christianity and movements in Latin America, Oceania, and the Middle East as well. Such case studies would have added inexorable value to an already solid overview.

Still, as it is, the book is a worthy addition to the increasing corpus of studies on global Christianity. Its unique offering is the question it poses to the study of worldwide evangelicalism—viewing the global spread of Christianity from the lens of American influence. That viewpoint makes it possible for Noll to speak to various themes including colonialization, globalization, mission partnerships, and church planting initiatives. The book only suffers when the specificity of the study becomes too minute. If the reader can avoid getting lost in the details, there is much this book has to offer for those interested in the global scope and the state of global Christianity from a North American point of view.

Ken Chitwood
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida
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Simon Chan, of Trinity Theological College in Singapore, has written an intriguing book that both introduces and commends what his title refers to as “grassroots Asian theology.” He states his purpose as “to force a rethink on the way Asian theology is currently undertaken and in so doing to show the distinctive contributions of Asian grassroots Christianity to the wider church’s theological endeavors.”

There is a bit of bite in his words “force a rethink.” As he illustrates, there are some widely known and respected theologians from all parts of Asia. In describing many of them as “elitist,” Chan suggests that they may be renowned academic theologians, but seem driven by agendas and thought patterns emerging from Western/ecumenical agendas, doing theology for the Asian Christians rather than expressing theology by Asian Christians. Those “elitist” agendas tend to cluster around issues like cosmic Christ, liberation, inculturation, or dialogue. By contrast, theology that grows from the grassroots is reflective of the “primal” cultural worldview and experience of grassroots Asian Christians.

Chan structures his book around five major theological loci: God, Humanity and Sin, Christ and Salvation, Holy Spirit and Spirituality, and Church. He introduces each topic, illustrates how representative “elitist” or traditional theologians approach each theme, and describes how the various theological affirmations are refracted by the life and theology of...